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Introduction
I t is well established for msny commercial forest species
that habitat-correlated, heritable differences occur between the genotypes of different populations (provenances,
"sources"). These differences are demonstrated in designed
provenance trials conducted in the field, nursery or greenhouse. When trials are carried out with the Same provenances in two or more diverse environments, it is possible
to detect the presence of interactions between the source
population genetic effects and the environmental effects
at the planting site. Such interactions are caused by the
lack of additivity of the main effects and they are reflected
in differential rankings or by differences in response of the
provenances to the different sites. They are important because they reduce the silviculturist's ability to select and
use an optimum provenance on all sites; each site could
require a different provenance for maximum productivity.
(The same problem arises with individual genotypic differences, as in selection and progeny testing, where genotype-environment interactions reduce heritability and
genetic gain.) Interactions may also provide information
on genetic affinities and evolutionary development of different populations. Historically work on genotype-mvironment interactions has been partitioned among two types of
workers, the plant breeder who sought to minimise the effects and the geneticist who tried to explain them in terms
of biometrical genetic parameters.
Although interactions can be demonstrated in field trials,
many factors affect the growth of a plant and it is difficult
to assess the contributions of individual factors; several
factors may interact with each other to an extent that may
itself vary with time. By growing material from different
provenances in contrdled environmental facilities, such
as growth cabinets, it is possible to hold some factors constant while deliberately varying others and thus to investigate the interactions of genotypic and specific environmental effects.
This approach has been followed by many workers, using
many species, several environmental factors, and a range
of measured characteristics. A complete review of the extensive literature would be out of place here but the following references exemplify the development of research
on provenance differences in controlled environments and
(often implied) genotype-environment interactions, particularly with photoperiodic and thennoperiodic effects: WENT (1948, 1958); KRAMER
(1957 a, b); OLSON,
S TEARNS and
NIENSTAEDT
(1959); DOWNS (1962); HELLMERS
(1962, 1963 a, b);
HELLMERS
and ASHBY
(1958); HELLMERS
and S UNDAHL (1959);
HELLMERS
and ROOK(1973); B URLEY (1965 a, b); M ERGEN (1963);
(1965); M ERGEN, WORRALL and F URNIVAL
M ERGEN and WORRALL
(1967); Y EATMAN (1966, 1967); L EDIG (1970); F RYER and L EDIG
(1972).
Present address: Commonwealth Forestry Institute, Oxford,
England.
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Most of these and similar studies were concerned with
differences between species or differences between provenances within one species. None of them examined the differential response of provenances in different species to
the Same range of environments. Further, none of them
examined the contribution of individual provenances cir
environments to any interactions detected.
In this study we chose four coniferous species that are
important commercially and have wide natural distributions. They have been shown (in the field or under controlled environments) to vary in several characters ecotypically or clinally in patterns closely related to the latitude, and hence the photoperiod or thermoperiod, of the
seed source: 1. Pinus banksiana LAMB., Jack Pine (YEATMAN,
1966)
2. Pinus silvestris L., Scots Pine (L ANGLET, 1936, 1962; KING,
1965 a, b)
3. Picea glauca (MOENCH) VOSS, White Spruce (NICNSTAEDT,
1968)
4. Picea sitchensis (BoNG.) CARR., Sitka Spruce (BURLEY,
1965 a, 1966).
The four species had been compared directly on the basis
of cellular, genetic characteristics (nuclear volume, chromosome material or DNA content by MERCEN
and THIELGCS
(1967) and MIKSCHE
(1968) following BURLEY'S
(1965 b) observation of provenance variability in these traits; some indication of their susceptibility to genotype-environment interaction was given by W RIGHT (1973).
These species occur naturally in widely different geographic areas and habitats, yet they have similar latitudinal
ranges. They are planted in many temperate countries
and both national and international provenance trials have
been initiated. There is still a need to compare them under
closely controlled conditions; we chose a series of day and
night temperature regimes that would (a) Cover reasonably
the range of temperatures the species would be expected
to encounter in plantations during the growing season and
(b) allow estimation of genotype-environment interactions.
Patterns of variation in tree growth related to daily
temperature conditions vary greatly between species. The
manifold interactions of temperature with all other plant
processes create difficulties in the interpretation of these
patterns. Growth is not related by chance to factors in the
environment but represents the product of evolutionary
processes. Studies of the responses of various species and
provenances to controlled conditions of light and temperature are primarily attempts to elucidate this process and
to interpret the results in terms of genetics, physiology and
ecology.
Partitioning genotype-environment interactions und the
concept of stability
When a statistically significant interaction is detected
from variance ratios and variance components in the classical analysis of variance, and cannot be removed by scaling
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